In view of artificial neural network, there are some deficiencies in condenser fault diagnosis. The BP neural network used for condenser fault diagnosis is highly nonlinear pattern recognition and high precision of fault diagnosis. The PSO-BP neural network can effectively solve the problem of BP neural network that training time is long and training process is easy to fall into the local minimum. The training results of PSO-BP network in convergence speed and convergence effect are significantly improved. Under the condition of small samples, the calculation results of SVM method are better than the calculation result of the other two methods. Although the recognition ratio of improved PSO-BP(2) and SVM is the same, training time of improved PSO-BP (2) is longer than training time of SVM. The generalization ability of SVM is stronger, and the efficiency of SVM is higher than the neural network. With MATLAB programming, three different algorithms, which are BP neural network, PSO-BP neural network and SVM, are studied and compared for the performance of condenser fault diagnosis. In the models of this study, the research results show that condenser fault diagnosis based on SVM has the fastest convergence speed and the best accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
As an important auxiliary equipment of steam turbine generator, condenser has extremely important position in the thermal power generation. But due to a variety of reasons, such as design, installation, overhaul, operating mechanism and so on, the condenser in the operating process will appear all sorts of trouble, especially for low vacuum fault. If the vacuum in condenser is too low, it not only causes the reduce of the effective enthalpy drop of steam in the unit, the drop of circulation heat enthalpy, but also can lead to the rise of the exhaust temperature of the turbine, the deformation and vibration of the row cylinder or other malfunctions [1] . Therefore, the performance of the condenser directly affects the whole economy and safety of the steam turbine unit, and the research of condenser fault diagnosis has an important significance.
In recent years, the artificial neural network is one of the most widely used means in condenser fault diagnosis. Neural network has the advantages of simple structure and strong ability to solve the problem. Therefore, it is the main method for fault diagnosis. But it has problems of local optimization, convergence, long training time, prone to over fitting [2] .
The main reason of the above problems is that the neural network pays attention to minimize the error of training samples, while ignoring the confidence range, thus greatly limits the improvement of generalization capability [8] . To overcome the disadvantages of the artificial neural network, the PSO-BP neural network algorithm is proposed. The training results of PSO-BP in convergence speed and convergence effect are significantly improved, and PSO-BP neural network can effectively solve the problem of BP neural network that training time is long and training process is easy to fall into the local minimum [3] . SVM algorithm is proposed. Using SVM well solve the problem of small samples and the classification problem, which can the inherent through methods such as neural network learning and owe learning problems, and SVM also has a strong ability of nonlinear classification [4] . It based on the advantages of the above three algorithms, and applies them to the condenser fault diagnosis.
In order to select the appropriate algorithm and effectively improve the ability of condenser fault diagnosis, this article uses respectively three different algorithms, the BP neural network, PSO-BP neural network and SVM, to diagnosis condenser fault through the establishment of the condenser knowledge base [5] . The convergence speed and the accuracy of the results are analyzed and compared.
CONDENSER FAULT DIAGNOSIS BASED ON BP NEURAL NETWORK

The Model and Principle of BP Neural Network
The basic idea of BP is that the learning process is composed of two process including forward diffusion of signal and backward diffusion of error. BP neural network is composed of three layers of neural network which are input layer, output layer and the hidden layer of the network [6] . The network between the upper and the lower layers of neurons are fully connected, but the mutual connection does not exist in the same layer. The neural network transition function adopted in this article is S function: f(x)=1/(1+e -x ) [7] .
Input of the input layer is X=(x 0 x 1 …, x i …, x n ) T . Output of the hidden layer is y=(y 0 y 1 … y j …, y m ) T , and the output of the output layer is
T . Where x 0 = y 0 =-1 is input layer and hidden layer threshold respectively. (P 1 P 2 , … P j … P m ), (Q 1 Q 2 …, Q k …, Q l ) are respectively the input layer to the hidden layer and the hidden layer to the output layer weights matrix, where the column vector of P j is vector of hidden layer j neurons, and Q k is vector of output layer k neurons corresponding [6] .
The output of the hidden layer is y j = f(net j ), where
m. The output of the output layer is y j =f(net j ), where
The essence of BP algorithm is the forward propagation of signal and the back propagation of error. When the actual output and the expected output do not match, the definition of error should be:
The signal from the input layer transforms through hidden layer to output layer. If the output signal and the expected results do not match, it will be error back propagation step by step. According to constantly adjust network, until the error can reach the requirements [6] .
The Condenser Fault Diagnosis Based on BP Network
Sixteen fault symptoms of condenser are selected as the input vector, which are defined as S(S 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 ,S 4 ,S 5 ,S 6 ,S 7 ,-S 8 ,S 9 ,S 10 ,S 11 ,S 12 ,S 13 ,S 14 ,S 15 ,S 16 ) and shown in Table 1 . Fourteen kinds of failure mode are selected as the output vector, which are defined as F(F 1 ,F 2 ,F 3 ,F 4 ,F 5 ,F 6 ,F 7 ,F 8 ,F 9 ,F 10 ,-F 11 ,F 12 ,F 13 ,F 14 ) [7] and shown in Table 2 . Binary code is used for the elements in F, which are represented as follows: F1(10000000000000), F2(01000000000000), F3(00100000-000000), F4(00010000000000), F5(00001000000000), F6-(00000100000000), F7(00000010000000), F8(0000000100-0000), F9(00000000100000), F10(00000000010000), F11-(00000000001000), F12(00000000000100), F13(00000000-000010), F14(00000000000001).
According to the condenser fault pattern knowledge base, the number of training samples is 14 groups, and the number of testing samples is 3 groups (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ). It calls the MATLAB neural network toolbox to create BP network to complete the training simulation. When the number of hidden layer neurons of BP network is 14, the effect of network training is best, and it is the best training accuracy after repeated testing. So the three layers neurons of BP network are 16, 14, 14 respectively. The diagnosis results are shown in Table 3 . The fault of testing sample (M 1 ) is F 13 (circulating water shortage). The fault of testing sample (M 2 ) is F 9 (cooling tube of condenser is choked). The fault of testing sample (M 3 ) is F 4 (vacuum system pipe is broken). The results are completely consistent with the diagnosis results.
CONDENSER FAULT DIAGNOSIS BASED ON PSO-BP NEURAL NETWORK
The Model and Principle of PSO-BP Neural Network
The PSO-BP neural network is a learning algorithm based on the better combination of the global search ability of PSO algorithm and the local quick search ability of BP algorithm [9] . The basic idea of PSO-BP neural network is the combination of PSO algorithm and BP neural network Then PSO-BP algorithm searches for the best initial weights and thresholds of BP neural network for the implementation of the process:
(1) PSO Variable Settings. A particle's position in the current population of BP neural network weights and threshold where is X i =[v 11 …v 1l …v N1 …v Nl …w 11 …w 1m …w l1 …w lm ] T is set. The particle dimension is D=l×N+m×l+l+m. The current particle flying speed is V i . pb i is expressed as the individual extreme and gb i is expressed as the global extreme [10] . The i th particle is to update its speed and position according to the following formula:
Where w is the inertia weight. The first half of the whole has the higher global search ability to find the right seeds, and later has higher ability of development to accelerate the convergence speed. So the inertia weight value should be decreasing. It uses linearly decreasing weight strategy of the Eberhart:
Where t is the number of iterations, and T max is the maximum number of iterations. w ini as the initial value of inertia weight, also is the maximum value, and w end as at the end of iteration of the inertia weight value, is the minimum value.
(2) Fitness function and the terminating conditions. The updated particle position vector is putted into the neural network weights and thresholds, and their update the neural network [10] . The neural network takes training error as a function, namely fitness function of PSO:
Where d, Y are the expected output and the actual output of the k th sample input. When the evaluation function meets the accuracy requirement or reaches a maximum number of iterations to terminate the iteration loop [12, 13] .
Condenser Fault Diagnosis Based on PSO-BP Neural Network
When it designs PSO-BP neural network, a three layer neural network is created. The numbers of three layers nodes are respectively 16, 14, 14. The definition of particle swarm size is 40, c 1 =c 2 =1.45449, and the maximum speed is v max =0.5. The maximum particle position is 1, and the minimum is -1, w ini =0.95, w end =0.40, the largest number of iterations is T max , and the default error is 10 -4 [5, 16] . Input vector is selected as the data in Table 1 , and output vector is selected as the data in Table 2 . According to the condenser fault symptom knowledge base, the number of training samples is 14 groups, and the number of testing samples is 3 groups (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ). It calls the MATLAB neural network toolbox to create three different kinds of PSO-BP neural network to complete the simulation training. The basic idea of the basic PSO-BP algorithm is inertia weight using linearly decreasing weight strategy of the Eberhart. The core idea of improved PSO-BP (1) is the improved learning factor. The basic idea of improved PSO-BP (2) is inertia weight using nonlinear decreasing inertia weight strategy. The diagnosis results as shown in Table 4 . The fault of testing sample (M 1 ) is F 13 (circulating water shortage). The fault of testing sample (M 2 ) is F 9 (cooling tube of condenser is choked). The fault of testing sample (M 3 ) is F 4 (vacuum system pipe is broken). The results are completely consistent with the diagnosis results. The basic PSO-BP network, the improved PSO-BP network (1) and improved PSO-BP neural network (2) are not much difference in the identification of samples, but the improvement of PSO-BP network (2) in the convergence rate has a little faster than the basic PSO-BP neural network and improved PSO-BP neural network (1).
CONDENSER FAULT DIAGNOSIS BASED ON SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
The Model and Principle of Support Vector Machine
SVM is the development of optimal classification surface under linearly separable case [11] . It is assumed that there is the given training set, {(x 1 y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) … (x n , y n )}, where is x i ∈R n y∈{1 -1}. Supposing all the vector of the training set can be a hyper-plane ( ·x)+b=0 linear division. The distance of the heterogeneous vector closest to the hyper-plane is far, and the hyper-plane is the optimal hyperplane. The distance over heterogeneous vector plane recently called support vector. A set of support vectors can be determined uniquely a hyper-plane [5] .
For the linearly separable problems, it can be assumed that the vector in the training set to meet as follow:
The problem of the constructing optimal hyper-plane is converted into under the constraint of type (6) seeking the minimum value of a type:
The optimal solution of the optimization problem is the saddle point of the following Lagrange function:
Where α is the Lagrange multiplier.
The basic idea of nonlinear SVM is that the input vector x is mapped into a high dimensional feature space by a nonlinear mapping determined in advance, and then build the optimal hyper-plane in a high dimensional space. Because of the vector just carrying out dot product operation, if it uses the kernel function, it can avoid the complex operation in the high dimensional feature space [14, 15] . The kernel function K satisfies:
The objective function of quadratic programming problem becomes: 
After training, the following function symbols are calculated:
Condenser Fault Diagnosis Based on Support Vector Machine
It adds a toolbox of lib-svm into MATLAB to create the SVM training simulation. Input vector is selected as the data in Table 1 , and output vector is selected as the data in Table 2 . According to the condenser fault symptom knowledge base, the number of training samples is 14 groups, and the number of testing samples is 3 groups (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ).This article calls the MATLAB neural network toolbox to create SVM simulation training. The diagnosis results as shown in Fig. (1) . The fault of testing sample (M 1 ) is F 13 (circulating water shortage). The fault of testing sample (M 2 ) is F 9 (cooling tube of condenser is choked). The fault of testing sample (M 3 ) is F 4 (vacuum system pipe is broken). The results are completely consistent with the diagnosis results.
THE COMPARISON OF THREE DIFFERENT AL-GORITHMS
Three different algorithms, the BP neural network, PSO-BP neural network and SVM, were used in this article for condenser fault diagnosis. Although the number of training samples was not large, the highest recognition ratio of the 30 groups of testing samples still can be up to 76.67%, 95.56% and 100% (Results in Table 5 , which proved that three different algorithms, with strong nonlinear classification ability and generalization ability, had a high reliability and practicality in condenser fault diagnosis).
Through Table 5 and Table 6 , compared with three different algorithms, the following conclusions were drawn:
BP neural network has strong nonlinear mapping ability, adaptive ability and generalization ability. The recognition ratio of BP is 76.67%. The convergence speed of BP neural network has a little faster. Its training error could limit to 10 -4 .
Compared with the BP neural network, PSO-BP neural network overcome the slow convergence speed and easily fall into local extreme limitations. The recognition ratio of the basic PSO-BP, improved PSO-BP(1) and improved PSO-BP(2) are respectively 90%, 96.67%, 100%. The average recognition ratio of PSO-BP is 95.56%. The precision of the model is better, and PSO-BP well improved learning ability and generalization ability of BP network. The training epoch of PSO-BP neural network is shorter than BP neural network. Its training error could limit to 10 -4 .
SVM is better than the previous two kinds of neural network in the training error. The recognition ratio of SVM is 100%. Although the recognition ratio of improved PSO-BP(2) is 100%, training time of improved PSO-BP(2) is longer than training time of SVM. The classification ability of SVM is more accurate, more suitable for the processing pattern classification problems. The SVM does not require an iterative training during the simulation. The speed classification of SVM in three kinds of networks is the fastest. In addition, the theoretical accumulation of fault samples can make the SVM expanding to further improve the fault identification, and thus SVM has a certain extrapolation extension performance. 
